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case alters, there the manufacturers, I mean the masters, are near the market,
they do not put the wooll [or silk] to spinning, but buy it in the yarn: As
soon as the market stops they stop. If they cannot sell their work they im-
mediately knock off the looms and the journeymen as immediately starve,
and want work.68
The history of Spitalfields in the eighteenth century is a repeated
illustration of this process. 'I have known instances,* said Hale, the
master-weaver, in 1806, * wherein trade in general has experienced a
temporary depression.. .. Many manufacturers have discharged fifty
to a hundred men each and put as many more upon half work; in a
little time after the distress has been beyond description... ,'69
The fluctuations were the more disastrous as the trade tended to be
overstocked with workers except in times of exceptional prosperity. It
had a number of branches, some highly skilled, others' slight and easy*.
The weaving of plain silks required 'little ingenuity', the weaving of
ribbons and handkerchiefs less still Even in its higher branches weaving
was one of the worst paid of London trades. *The wages of weavers in
general are but poor,9 said The Parents9 Director in 1761, a time of great
prosperity in the silk trade, 'the best hands among the journeymen
being seldom able to get above 155. a week', and again, of brocade-
weaving, * though this art requires great ingenuity, a journeyman can-
not earn above I2S. or i js. a week'.70 Doubtless the skilled weaver with
apprentices who employed other journeymen might do well in good
times, and even very well onc new works *, for which there was a sudden
demand, but these opportunities were only for the few, and were apt to
lead to reactions of under-employment. The trade suffered from the
ease with which women and children could be employed, and from the
drifting to London of country weavers and Irish weavers, attracted by
hopes of higher pay. 'How many country weavers come daily to town,
and turn their hands to different kinds of work than that they are
brought up to,* wrote a controversialist in ly^.71 In 1736 there were
riots in Spitalfields against Irish weavers who were supposed to be
working 'at an under rate',* and a hundred years later Irish labour was
a serious grievance. A skilled weaver of Huguenot descent complained
in 1838: 'There are many Irish weavers in Spitalfields, and although the
wages of weavers are higher in their country, as I understand, through
* See Chapter 3.

